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The angiotensin converting enzyme gene in cardiovascular
disease

In every individual there are two copies of each gene (one
of paternal and the other of maternal origin). The gene
structure is of sequences of the nucleic acid bases ade-
nine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine. The numbers of
these base pairs in any single gene may run into thou-
sands. Determination of the genetic code-that is, the
sequence of these bases in a gene-is now commonplace.
Substitutions of a base with another base either in one
gene copy (heterozygous) or both (homozygous) are
known as point mutations. If they lead to the production
of an abnormal protein, clinical sequelae may occur-for
example, sickle cell disease. Insertion of an extra length
of bases or deletion of a segment of the gene can also
lead to an altered product and clinical sequelae.

It is, however, now clear that many changes in the base
sequences have no apparent sequelae. Thus there are
alternative forms of the gene with some changes in the
base sequences but no apparent effect on the subject.
The advent of gene sequencing on a large scale has
shown the existence of numerous polymorphisms of
many genes. Epidemiological studies have shown that
different polymorphisms can confer different risks for
developing diseases. The increase or decrease in risk may
be minor and may be detected only by large population
studies. For many polymorphisms how this effect is
mediated is unknown and one of the greatest current
challenges for molecular cardiology is to understand the
mechanism.
The concept of an association between a gene encod-

ing a component of the renin angiotensin system and a
cardiac disease phenotype is particularly attractive in
view of the accumulating evidence that ACE inhibition
reduces morbidity and mortality from left ventricular
dysfunction.' When we consider such studies it is impor-
tant to remember that an association between different
variants of a gene and a disorder does not necessarily
indicate an aetiological role. In association studies where
the genotypes of unrelated cases and controls are con-
trasted these markers may be acting as a beacon indicat-
ing that there is a causative mutation somewhere within a
10 000-100 000 base pair range.

Recently an intriguing series of genetic associations
with cardiovascular disease have been reported for an
insertion/deletion polymorphism, located within a non-
coding region (intron 16) of the angiotensin converting
enzyme gene (ACE). The polymorphism relies upon the
presence (insertion) or absence (deletion) of a 287 base
pair fragment, which can be amplified from genomic
DNA using the polymerase chain reaction and genotyped
after gel electrophoresis. A further stimulus to study has

been the observation of a major effect of the ACE gene
upon plasma ACE activity with enzyme activity being
highest in those white Europeans who are homozygous
for the deletion allele (DD genotype) of this
insertion/deletion polymorphism.2

Perhaps the greatest incentive to study this polymor-
phism has been the report by Cambien et al that the dele-
tion variant (DD genotype) associates with myocardial
infarction, particularly among those at apparently low
risk of this complication.3 Though this is an interesting
study we must be careful not to extrapolate to a whole
population observations in a retrospective, cross sectional
study on survivors of myocardial infarction. By definition
because 40% of those who have a myocardial infarction
die in the immediate post-infarct period they were not
available for genotyping in this study. Therefore the
claim that the ACE gene operates an independent risk
factor for infarction is diluted. Furthermore, the same
polymorphism has also been associated with longevity,
which raises the possibility that the DD genotype might
be a marker for survival rather than a deleterious allele.4

Cambien et al recognised this problem and have devel-
oped circumstantial evidence for their risk factor hypoth-
esis by demonstrating association of the DD genotype
with a family history of death from infarction and also in
a postmortem study.56 Interestingly, a study on 1226
men from the Caerphilly Heart Study has reported asso-
ciation of the DD genotype with coronary artery disease
(CAD) in those at apparently low risk as defined by clas-
sic risk factors. This potentially widens the phenotypic
relation beyond infarction in an homogenous male popu-
lation, although the study emphasises that any influence
of this polymorphism is likely to be quantitatively small.7
The mechanisms by which ACE might influence coro-

nary artery disease include hypertension, cardiovascular
remodelling, and atherogenesis. Genetic influence upon
ACE activity may alter not only the renin-angiotensin
system but also the kalikrein-kinin system or the balance
between them.

Several studies have not shown a linkage or association
of the ACE gene with hypertension.8 9 The problems with
these negative studies is that with one exception they
make no statement of the power they offer to rule out a
remote contribution of this locus to hypertension.9 For a
study to demonstrate a 12% difference in allelic fre-
quency of the ACE I/D polymorphism (such as seen
between myocardial infarction cases and controls in the
study by Cambien et ao would require 250 infarcts v 250
controls to achieve a significant difference at the 5% level
with 80% power. Despite this caveat, however, the
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strongest association of the DD genotype with coronary
artery disease in the Caerphilly Heart Study was at nor-
mal blood pressures.7

Because hypertension seems an unlikely mechanism by
which this gene product may influence CAD the possibil-
ity of an effect of ACE on atheroma must be considered.
There is certainly evidence from animal models that ACE
inhibitors reduce atheroma, but the precise mechanism is
uncertain.10 There has been- at least one negative study
that has examined the relation of the I/D polymorphism
to the severity of angiographically defined CAD."
However, two small studies have now reported an associ-
ation of DD genotype with restenosis after percutaneous
transluminal angioplasty.'2 13 Concern has been expressed
about the rigour of visual assessment of angiograms in at
least one of these pilot studies that suggest an influence
of the ACE gene on plaque remodelling,'4 and lately a
study, by Samani et al, of patients who had elective per-
cutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty found that
the I/D polymorphism did not influence the extent of
restenosis.'5

Support for cardiac remodelling as a mechanism for
the genetic influence of the ACE gene has emerged from
studies of left ventricular hypertrophy and cardiomyo-
pathies.16-'8 In the context of CAD it is interesting that
the association of DD genotype with left ventricular
hypertrophy was seen particularly in normotensive men
and was independent of confounding variables; although,
curiously, there was no association with left ventricular
hypertrophy in females.'6 These observations have
recently been extended in a Japanese population study
which showed an independent association between the
ACE genotype and left ventricular hypertrophy defined
by echocardiography and on voltage criteria.'9 However,
this study may be influenced by some selection bias
because cases were recruited from a hospital based car-
diovascular disease clinic and will need evaluation in
other populations.19

It has become fashionable to study the ACE I/D poly-
morphism but the observations will need careful refine-
ment and extension to define the genuine associations
and mechanisms. It must be remembered that there are
negative studies on this polymorphism in CAD and
myocardial infarction including a large prospective study
based on the Physicians' Health Study.20 21 The latter
study of US physicians, although large, will not incorpo-
rate all social strata and may not represent the relation of
ACE genotype to CAD in the wider population.2'
Because it is increasingly difficult to publish negative
genetic studies a real possibility of publication bias arises.
Accordingly, when considering studies on any gene it will
be important to look for confounding variables. These
include highly selected patient groups from tertiary refer-
ral centres, ethnic heterogeneity, poor definition of the
disease phenotype or control groups, and statements of
power in negative studies.
A further potential difficulty is highlighted by the

recent proposal of a "synergistic interaction" between a
variant of the angiotensin type 1 receptor (AT1R) gene
and the DD genotype in myocardial infarction.22
Although the study population is large there was no inde-
pendent relation between the ATlR gene variant and
myocardial infarction. Only after substratification that
vastly reduced the population size did any putative inter-
action with the ACE genotype emerge-therefore this
observation will need to be treated with great caution
until it is confirmed in other studies.

Now that powerful molecular techniques permit
screening the genome for genes causing cardiovascular
disease we need to keep a firm grip on the physiology of
these disorders if we really want to explore the relation of
genotype and phenotype. Well designed, prospective
studies may resolve some of the questions emerging from
published observations. In the interim it is important to
remain cautious, and perhaps optimistic about the ACE
genotype and cardiovascular disease. Certainly no large
prospective or cross sectional studies of a multifactorial
disease should be designed without considering the
genetic components.
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